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Social Websites provide online networking service and is a foundation to get in touch individuals or
providing together individuals from across the world. It is mainly targeted at creating a social,
personal and professional system. These networking sites also come with various additional
services and functions. Web sites are great for finding that old and missing school companion of
yours, making new buddies, building up old ties, family thereby working on building interaction and
improving the level of interaction through various functions like talk, walls publish, information
sharing, notice etc.

The positive impact of Social Networking and SEO cannot be underestimated. When I use Corlif as
a small business man i able to target an audience in a manner which is most appealing to them.
Corlif is one of the best social media to use for SEO because it allows me to companies entire
profiles.

Corlif is now introduced a brand new Mobile site section for  users like me  where i can easily  use it
for businesses thereâ€™s a lot of added value businesses need, and thereâ€™s definitely room in the
industry for a range of offerings in terms of price and features.

Like LinkedIn corlif, a business oriented Social Networking site that allows me to build trusted
contacts through connections, gather information and expertise and allow me to search for
recommended people throughout the site. Staying on top of my Business Contacts on the move has
never been easier!   In my view point all we need to have is a phone which can access to the
Internet. Share pictures, memories and thoughts with my friends and groups on Corlif on the go.
Upload pictures and share thoughts in real-time!

Corlif mobile site allows me as a user to:

Upload photos directly from my camera phone

Check out the latest uploads from my friends & family

Read recent comments posted on my photos

Bringing me all of my important Social Networking content directly to my Meteor Mobile Internet
homepage â€“ just one click and one can see what everyone is up to on Corlif.

Another special thing has introduced by Corlif which I have seen is that online classroom service.
On average, students in online learning conditions performed better than those getting face-to-face
instructions. The report examined the comparative research on online versus traditional classroom
teaching from 1996 to 2008. Some of it was in K-12 configurations, but most of the relative research
was done in institutions and mature continuing-education programs of various kinds, from medical
training to the army. Over the 12-year period, the review discovered 99% research in which there
were quantitative assessments of online and classroom performance for the same courses. The
research for the Workplace of Education and studies discovered that, students doing some or the
entire course online would rank in the 59th percentile in tested performance, compared with the
average classroom student scoring in the 50th percentile. That is a minimal but mathematically
significant difference. The studyâ€™s major importance can be found in indicating that on the online
classroom study today is not just better than nothing â€” it actually tends to be better than conventional
instructions. This hardly means that weâ€™ll be saying good-bye to school rooms. But the review does
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recommend that on the internet education could be set to grow greatly over the next few years, as
proof installs of its value.
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